ALEX GEORGE
FOR COMMS OFFICER!!!(

SALVE!

I'm Alex and I'm a second year Classicist with excellent communication skills. In fact, writing emails is my main source of serotonin, so I would love if you would consider me for comms officer.

COMMS HIGHLIGHTS AT DOW

I am indeed, qualified:

- My time as Fresher’s officer have given me important face-time with many members of college so I can ensure frequent and easily accessible contact between college students, college administration and the JCR.

- I'm the crepe rep for Downing - communicating to everybody the deal that gets us discounted crepes!

- In my time as Fresher’s officer I wrote hundreds of emails to college, contractors, suppliers, parents, freshers and sponsors.

- I take notes during my lectures - a skill that will come in useful for minuting meetings.

CONT’D...

AIMS AND IDEAS

Transparency!

We all know how important transparency is to the JCR - I will make all meeting minutes accessible and clearly signposted in the newsletter. I will also provide summaries of the issues raised so that members of college will know if particular minutes interest them.

Community!

Downing has always been close-knit but that has suffered without Downing Bar, Swaps or Slops. I plan to add a section to the newsletter to celebrate the achievements of Downing students! I’ll accept entries (within reason!) throughout the week and listen out myself.

Interaction!

I want to increase the presence of the JCR in the lives of Downing students by setting up a JCR Instagram to keep you all in the loop. I also hope to check in on students more often with Google forms, questions of the week or any other suggestions that people have!

QUESTIONS?

Contact me at: aig35@cam.ac.uk
or on messenger!

LET’S START CONVERSATIONS
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